
 
 

 

Behaviour for Learning Policy  

KS1 and KS2 

1. Rationale 

 This positive approach to behaviour is based on the principle that children are positively rewarded 

for following the rules and have a clear set of consequences if they break them. This policy applies to 

all school activities, whether they are carried out in or outside of the school grounds. 

2. Aim 

 To ensure a consistent and positive approach to behaviour across the school.  

 Pupils and all stakeholders will have a clear understanding of the rules, be rewarded when they 

follow them and the opportunity to reflect on and fix up their behaviour if they break them.  

3. Responsibilities 

 Role of Headteacher, Inclusion Lead and Assistant Heads 

o To ensure that the behaviour for learning policy is implemented across the school. 

o To ensure that good practice is shared. 

o To support phase leaders, where appropriate, in the implementation of the policy. 

o To monitor and evaluate the impact of the policy. 

 Role of Phase Leaders 

o To ensure that the behaviour for learning policy is implemented consistently and effectively 

across the phase.  

o To share good practice within the phase and highlight it with SLT. 

o To ensure that all staff in the phase are aware of their progress and areas for improvement. 

 Role of Teachers   

o To consistently implement the behaviour for learning approaches in accordance with the 

policy and Teaching Standards – ‘Manage behaviour effectively to ensure a good and safe 

learning environment.’ 

o To ensure that all children know and understand the school rules, rewards and sanctions.  

o To personalise the behaviour for learning approaches, if required by an individual pupil, in 

agreement with SLT.  

 Role of Teaching Assistants 

o To work in collaboration with Teachers to support behaviour for learning in accordance with 

this policy. 

o To take responsibility for understanding the school rules, rewards and sanctions. 

 

4. School Rules 

 

The ‘Green Rules’ underpin the whole system.  

We are gentle; we don’t hurt others. 
We are kind and respectful; we don’t hurt anybody’s feelings. 
We are honest; we don’t hide the truth or tell lies. 
We take turns to listen and to speak; we don’t interrupt. 
We work hard and try our best; we don’t waste our own or others’ time. 
We look after property; we don’t waste or damage things. 
We follow instructions; we don’t ignore them. 
 

The rules are referred to so children know which rule they are not following and remind them of our expected 
behaviours. 



 
 

 

Each day is seen as a fresh start and all children start on green. No colours or reminders are carried over from the 
day before unless a child goes to red more than once in a day (see 9. Red Behaviour – Further Information.) 
The language we use will be based around choices – ‘you have the choice to change your behaviour’ and our values – 
‘you are not being very respectful’.  
Reminders to individual children will be given before each stage. 
Between each stage, children are given time for reflection and opportunity to change their behaviour.  
Children are given the opportunity to move from consequence stages back to green via specific targets set by an 
adult. 
At lunchtime after a reminder a child will spend the same minutes as their age 
 (1 minute per year e.g. 7 years old = 7 minutes) on the wall for blue and orange.  

 

5.  Rewards 

For every child who stays on green: 

 Get to vote for the Golden Time activity.  

 Enjoy their 30 minutes of Golden Time.  

 Celebrated in class and assembly (Friday). 

 Receive a congratulations note home.  

Other rewards:  

 1 good deed = 1 star - during the school day including break and lunchtimes. 

 Values certificates chosen by peers in each class on a weekly basis. 

 Alongside the stay on green system, individual teachers may set up other in-class behaviour rewards as 

necessary, in line with the whole approach to behaviour. 

 Star Certificates are awarded each half term. 

 30 Stars – Bronze Certificate 

o Celebrated in assembly. 

o Receive a Bronze certificate. 

o Bronze Hall of Fame.  

o Name goes into a prize draw for a Bronze prize.     

 50 Stars – Silver Certificate 

o Celebrated in assembly. 

o Receive a Silver certificate. 

o Silver Hall of Fame.  

o Name goes into a prize draw for a Silver prize.     

 80 Stars – Gold Certificate 

o Celebrated in assembly. 

o Receive a Gold certificate. 

o Gold Hall of Fame.  

o Name goes into prize draw for a Gold prize.     

o Extra Golden Time.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

6. Consequences 

 Blue 

o After a rule reminder, child is sent away from the main group to work independently for minutes (1 

minute per age e.g. 7 years old = 7 minutes) 

o Child loses 2 minutes of Golden Time   

 Orange 

o After a reminder, child is sent to ‘buddy class’ for 15 minute time out.  

o Child completes a reflection form to discuss with an adult 

o An adult records the incident in a behaviour file and sends a letter home  

o Child loses 3 minutes of Golden Time 

 Red 

o After a reminder, child escorted to the member of staff on the ‘Red Rota’. 

o Red Behaviour Consequences system is then followed  

o Child loses 5 minutes of Golden Time  

 

7. Procedures for Consequences 

• If a child moves down at any time they must be told what colour they have moved to and why. 

• Blue  

o If a child moves to BLUE then they must be asked to work on the BLUE table for the same number of 

minutes as their age. 

o The BLUE table should be clearly identifiable in every classroom. 

o They must be given a timer and very clear instructions of what they must do during that time. 

o If the pupil achieves what you have asked them to do then they must be moved back to GREEN and 

their normal place of work  

o If the pupil does not achieve what you have asked them to do then they should receive a rule 

reminder, their name moved to the edge of blue and they should be informed that if they do not 

choose to improve their behaviour then they will move to ORANGE. Give them another time (half of 

their age this time) to improve their behaviour, if they do improve then they can move back to 

GREEN, if not they move to ORANGE.  

• Orange 

o If a child moves to ORANGE then they must be sent to work in your agreed ORANGE classroom, 10 

minutes in KS1, 15 minutes in KS2.  

o Your ORANGE classroom should always be the same so every child has the same experience. If there 

is a change in your ORANGE room (eg teacher out) please explain this to the pupil.  

o In Key Stage 1 pupils complete a written or picture ORANGE reflection form and then complete any 

work they have for the remainder.  

o If a child completes the ORANGE time out then they return to their classroom and move back to   

BLUE on the colour chart and the BLUE table to work, if they complete this then they move to 

GREEN.  

o If a child moves to ORANGE then an ORANGE behaviour letter must go home that day – this is the 
responsibility of the class teacher & teaching assistant.  

o If a pupil refuses to move to the ORANGE room then they receive a rule reminder about following 
instructions, if they continue to refuse then they move to RED.  

o If a pupil walks off when they are on ORANGE then they move to RED. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

• Red 

o If a pupil works their way through the colours and rule reminders or moves straight to RED for 

extreme verbal or physical assault on a member of our school community they should be escorted to 

the office by an adult* with work provided.  

o The designated RED behaviour person will then supervise the pupil in the office while they complete 

a picture or written RED reflection form and any work they are missing in class. They will be kept for 

the rest of the session and for at least 30 minutes (KS2) / 20 minutes (KS1). If the RED time out 

includes a playtime or lunchtime then the pupil will miss this until they have completed their time, 

this will be supervised by the RED behaviour person who will discuss their behaviour with them and 

map out a route to help them get back to GREEN. They will also contact home, take witness 

statements (where necessary) and update the behaviour tracking sheet.  

o If a pupil can demonstrate they are ready to come back to the class then the RED behaviour person 

will escort them back down so they can speak to the class teacher, apologise if they need to and tell 

the class teacher what they will do differently. At this point the pupil should move back up to GREEN 

to start afresh and we ask the adults in the room to be positive about their return please.  

o The pupil must be escorted* to the office at the end of the day to be collected so SLT can discuss the 

issue with parents & carers. 

*If a class teacher does not have another adult then please ring the office and we will come down and collect them.  

8. Procedures for RED behaviour  

o The pupil must be escorted to the office / intervention room by an adult (TA) otherwise the teacher 
should call down the person on rota will go and collect them. 

o A pupil should stay and work in the intervention room for the rest of the session and for at least 30 
minutes (KS2) / 20 minutes (KS1). In this time they should complete a red reflection form (in the 
intervention room) and be given achievable targets to enable them to get back to green within the 
Key Stage timeframe. Some of this time may be spent discussing what happened and may require a 
restorative justice meeting but a child must complete sufficient work. 

o A child can only move back up through the colours if they are demonstrating a positive attitude and 
are following our school rules. They should move back to Green when they are ready to go back and 
join the class.  

o When a pupil is ready to go back to class they should be escorted by the staff on red rota who 
facilitates a conversation between the pupil and the teacher (restorative justice) to ensure a smooth 
transition back into the class. (If there is more than 1 pupil on red at a time then the person on rota 
should ask for someone to help while they are doing this). 

o The person on red behaviour please completes the attached form which will be saved on the teacher 
share / rewards & sanctions / red behaviour. We will analyse the tracking on a weekly basis at SLT 
and at Phase Leader meetings in order to identify any further actions such as personalised support 
plans, interventions or communication with external agencies etc.  

A recap of what the person on red rota will do:  

o Reflection form with targets  

o Phone call to parents  

o Log behaviour on tracking sheet  

o Escort back to class and facilitate conversation with teacher  

o Speak to parents at end of the day  



 
 

 

 

9. Red Behaviour – Further Information 

• For children who repeatedly display red behaviours either in or out of class there is a sequence of Red 

Behaviour Consequences (RBCs). 

•  The four levels of Red Behaviour Consequence (RBC1 – RBC4) apply to children who have been moved to 

RED because: 

• They have worked through green, blue and orange in the system; 
• They have been involved in a serious incident* in class which has caused them to by-pass ‘stay on  

green’ steps and move straight to red; 
• They have been involved in a serious incident* out of class. 

 
*A ‘serious incident’ means an extreme verbal or physical assault towards a member of the school community, or 

an incident in which a child’s behaviour choices become unsafe. 

RBC 1  
• Child is removed from class for the remainder of the lesson. 
• Parent/carers are called immediately /that day spoken to at the end of the day where or appropriate 

to inform them what has happened and asks parent/carer to collect child from their office at the end 
of the day. 

• Child returns to office at the end of the day and the matter is discussed further together with the 
parent/carer. 

• SPLIT HERE TO 2 INCIDENCES (sent to another class) or ESCALATING BEHAVIOUR (return to class)  

RBC 2 Two incidences or failure to follow instructions for RBC1  
• Child is removed from class for the remainder of the day if sent in the morning, or for the morning of 

the next day if sent in the afternoon (playtimes also missed).  Work is set with the assistance of the 
class teacher. 

• Parent/carer is called immediately to inform them what has happened and asks parent/carer to collect 
child from their office at the end of the day. 

• At the end of the day the matter is discussed further together with the parent/carer. 

RBC 3  
• Child is put on internal exclusion at least for the remainder of the day if sent in the morning, or for at 

least the morning of the next day if sent in the afternoon (playtimes also missed). Work is set with the 
assistance of the class teacher. The internal exclusion may last longer if this is deemed necessary, up 
to a maximum of 2 days.   

• Parent/carer is called immediately to inform them what has happened and asks parent/carer to collect 
child from their office at the end of the day. 

• At the end of the day the matter is discussed further together with the parent/carer.  A time is 
arranged for the parent/carer to meet with the head, deputy head and/or assistant head(s) and class 
teacher for a Behaviour Strategy Meeting. 

RBC 4  
• Child is excluded, duration of exclusion determined by seriousness of incident; this is decided in 

consultation with the class teacher. 
• On return to school parent/carer meets with the head, deputy head and/or assistant head(s) for a 

Behaviour Strategy Meeting. 



 
 

 

 

10. Extreme and Persistent RED behaviour 

 If the behaviour issue is felt to be related to social or emotional issues then the Inclusion Manager should be 

consulted and a plan of action put together, usually beginning with a referral to the inclusion team. 

 Repeated incidents of red behaviour in a half term may lead to an exclusion, form class or from school or 

from the playground. 

 We reserve the right to issue an internal/external exclusion in serious circumstances of unsafe behaviour.  

 Exclusion from school may be used in cases where a child has wilfully acted in a way which merits such a 

course of action. Following exclusion the child has a reintegration meeting with the Headteacher or a 

member of SLT in her absence. 

  

 

11. Behaviour Routines 

Playground and Lining-Up Routines 
We take turns and share in the playground. 
We sometimes win games, we sometimes lose; it doesn’t matter. 
We play gently and never play-fight. 
We speak to an adult if we are upset or angry and accept their help. 
We line up quickly and quietly when the bell rings, ready to learn. We collect our things before we leave the 
playground. 
 
Dining Hall Routines 
We line up quietly and keep our hands and feet still. 
We use our indoor voices. 
We listen to adults’ instructions. 
We only talk to people sitting near us whilst we are eating. 
We do our best to try different, healthy foods. 
We take our time eating our food. 
 
Corridor and Stairs Routines 
We walk around the school quietly. 
We keep to the left. 
We stay in our lines. 
We hold doors for others. 
 
Toilet Routines 
We only go to the toilets when we need to use them. 
We leave the toilets clean and tidy. 
 
Assembly Routines 
We walk into and leave assembly quietly. 
We stop, look, raise our hand and listen when the listening hand is raised. 
We look at and listen to the person speaking. 
We sit still and keep our hands and feet to ourselves. 
We put our hand up if we want to say something. 
We try our best to take part and share our idea. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

12. Whole School  

 Adults in school are the role models for the children and therefore need to set a good example at all times. 

 Adults working in school should: - Interact professionally with children, parents, visitors and other colleagues 

at all times.  

 The way verbal and non-verbal communication with these people takes place is important.  

 - Use language which supports positive behaviour (choices) rather than judgmental language 

  - Understand the links between positive feedback, motivation and behaviour (including Assessment for 

Learning).  

 - Respond promptly and firmly with pupils who test the boundaries of acceptable behaviour.  

 - Support each other.  

 - Calm situations down; where possible avoid threats, ultimatums, confrontations etc. 

 Make time to listen and provide sensitive and considered ‘pastoral’ advice when required to do so.  

  Dress professionally and appropriately. 

 

13. Early Years 

Early Years- Behaviour For Learning  Policy 

 

Early Years Behaviour Policy is very closely connected with our whole school approach. It is based on the principle 

that children are positively rewarded for following the rules and have a set of clear consequences if they break them.  

The Behaviour Plan consists of 3 main elements: Rules, Rewards and Consequences 

Policy   

Each day is seen as a fresh start. No warnings are carried over from the day before and all children start on a green 

rocket. Whenever we see a child being a good role model (being kind, respectful, making the right choice etc) we 

automatically move them up one space on the tiered green rocket. The goal for each day is to reach ‘Planet 

Fantastic’ (Gold Planet). Every day we celebrate ‘Planet Fantastic’ achievers and prizes/certificates are handed out 

every Friday afternoon. 

Green Rules 

1. We are gentle; we don’t hurt others. 
2. We are kind and respectful; we don’t hurt anybody’s feelings. 
3. We are honest; we don’t hide the truth or tell lies. 
4. We take turns to listen and to speak; we don’t interrupt. 
5. We work hard and try our best; we don’t waste our own or others’ time. 
6. We look after property; we don’t waste or damage things. 
7. We follow instructions; we don’t ignore them. 

 

 

The ‘Green Rules’ underpin the policy and its application in school.  

The rules are referred to so children know which rule they are not following and remind them of our expected 
behaviours. 



 
 

 

 The language we use will be based around choices – ‘you have the choice to change your behaviour’ and our values 
‘you are not being very respectful’.  
Reminders to individual children will be given before each stage. 
Between each stage, children are given time for reflection and opportunity to change their behaviour.  
Children are given the opportunity to move from consequence stages back to green via specific targets set by an 
adult. 
At lunchtime after a reminder a child will spend the same minutes in a timeout area. 
 

Rewards 

These are given to children and classes if they choose to behave well and follow the rules 

1. Reaching Planet Gold 
2. Praise 
3. Moving up a space on the rocket 
4. Individual certificates 
5. Planet Fantastic weekly prizes  
6. Positive notes home 
7. Stickers 
8. Special privileges (ask your child how this works) 

 

Consequences 

These are given to children who break the rules, in class, around the school and in the dinner hall: 

Blue Planet  After a reminder, child is sent away from the main group to have 

‘thinking time’ for 3 minutes.  

Orange Planet After a reminder, child is sent to ‘buddy class’ for 5 minutes time out.  

Child discusses the incident with an adult. 

An adult records the incident in a behaviour file and sends a letter 

home. 

Red Planet After a reminder, child is sent to Head, Deputy or Assistant Head. 

Red Behaviour Consequences system is then followed.  

Further action – Exclusion (if needed) 

 

Teachers are responsible for giving rule reminders. If a child breaks any of the rules in the presence of a Teaching 

Assistant, Nursery Nurse and other members of staff, the matter is brought to the attention of a teacher. All 

members of staff may give rule reminders, when on duty, or in the absence of a teacher.  

 

 

 



 
 

 

Red Planet Behaviour consequences 

RBC 1  

• Child is removed from class for 15 minutes. 
• Parent/carers are called immediately to inform them what has happened and ask parent/carer to 

collect child from their office at the end of the day. 
• Child returns to office at the end of the day and the matter is discussed further together with the 

parent/carer. 

RBC 2 

• Child is removed from class for the remainder of the day if sent in the morning, or for the morning of 
the next day if sent in the afternoon. Work is set with the assistance of the class teacher. 

• Parent/carer are called immediately to inform them what has happened and asks parent/carer to 
collect child from their office at the end of the day. 

• At the end of the day the matter is discussed further together with the parent/carer. 

RBC 3  

• Child is put on internal exclusion at least for the remainder of the day if sent in the morning, or for at 
least the morning of the next day if sent in the afternoon (playtimes also missed). Work is set with the 
assistance of the class teacher. The internal exclusion may last longer if this is deemed necessary, up 
to a maximum of 2 days.   

• Parent/carer are called immediately to inform them what has happened and asks parent/carer to 
collect child from their office at the end of the day. 

• At the end of the day the matter is discussed further together with the parent/carer.  A time is 
arranged for the parent/carer to meet with the head, deputy head and/or assistant head(s) and class 
teacher for a Behaviour Strategy Meeting. 

RBC 4  

• Child is excluded, duration of exclusion determined by seriousness of incident; this is decided in 
consultation with the class teacher. 

• On return to school parent/carer meets with the head, deputy head and/or assistant head(s) for a 
Behaviour Strategy Meeting. 

 

The four levels of Red Behaviour Consequence (RBC1 – RBC4) apply to children who have been sent to the 

leadership team because: 

 They have worked through green, blue and orange in the system; 

 They have been involved in a serious incident* in class which has caused them to by-pass stay green steps 

and jump straight to red; 

 They have been involved in a serious incident* out of class. 

*A ‘serious incident’ means an extreme verbal or physical assault towards a member of the school community, or 

an incident in which a child’s behaviour becomes completely unmanageable for the member of staff dealing with 

it. 

This policy was reviewed September 2016 
Next review September 2017 
  



 
 

 

Appendix A: School Rules Poster with Pictures – displayed in every classroom. 

 

Appendix B: Class Behaviour Chart – all names start on green. Displayed in every classroom (Year 1 – 6) 

 

Appendix C: Choices 

• The language of choice  

Eg ‘I’m looking for pupils who are working hard and who are showing me GREEN behaviour, if you choose not to do 

your work then you will have to move down to blue but I really hope you make the right choice and fix this up / 

improve your behaviour’.  

• De-escalation  

If a pupil doesn’t improve their behaviour then they should be moved down to blue and, if needed, down through 

the system 

A countdown can be helpful from 5-1 clearly explaining your specific instruction that you expect them to follow by 

the time you get to 1 or they will move down to the next colour  

What is Golden Time? 

 Golden Time is a reward for our children where they can choose a fun activity with their class and teacher. 
This is an opportunity for our children to develop their social and communication skills.  

 Our teachers and their class will decide together on activities they would like to do as a class on a Friday 
afternoon after celebration assembly: 

2:45-3:15pm 

 Activities could include sports, ICT, games, arts & crafts etc. 

 Those who have stayed on green throughout the week vote on which activity they would like to choose for 
Golden Time. 

 Children who have not followed our school rules will have lost Golden Time and will not participate until 
their minutes lost are up. 

  



 
 

 

Appendix B: Early Years – Planet Fantastic 
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